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Shopping  

Shopping are propulsive bass 
lines, primitive disco-not-disco 
drums and guitar lines sharp as 
broken glass.  The band was 
formed in 2012 by members 
Rachel Aggs (guitar), Billy Easter 
(bass) and Andrew Milk (drums), 
who’ve all done time in a 
plethora of notable UK DIY 
bands including Trash Kit and 
Wet Dog. They pull from a well of 
70’s post-punk with a voracious-
ness seldom seen these days, 
bringing to mind the jagged 
aggression of Gang of Four, the 
voracious yelp of The Slits and 
the dance inducing thrust of 
Delta 5 and ESG. 

The band released a 7 inch single shortly after forming, which sold out within a week. The 
band’s self-released debut LP, put out via their own MILK records in the UK has received 
whole-hearted acclaim, selling out their 1000 piece run in just a few months by hand 
delivering them to top-tier UK shops, who couldn’t seem to get enough of their groove 
riding, tough talking, life-loving post-punk funk. Now the band have signed on to FatCat, 
with a new LP on the way later in 2015 and to introduce the band stateside we’re making 
their self-released album available here for the first time. 

The band are tirelessly committed to taking their sound to new audiences and spreading 
the Shopping gospel, securing impressive gigs along the way including main support for 
ESG and Gang Of Four as well as main support on Merchandise’s 2014 UK tour. Fully 
entrenched in the vibrant UK DIY community Shopping are all about being as productive 
and creative as possible and as such theyve been described by the NME as a “band you 
need to hear.” 

Consumer Complaints

Format: LP
File Under: Rock

Release date: 05/26/15

FAT0135LP
UPC: 600116513519
Box 30
Vinyl is non-returnable

TRACKLISTING
           1. Any Answers 
          2. In Other Words 
          3. We Say You Pay 
          4. Get Going 
          5. Moyet’s Voice 
          6. Hard As Nails 
          7. Long Way Home 
          8. Right Now
          9. For Your Money
         10. Hanover Cure
         11. Santa Monica Place
         12. You Are a Sort (Don’t Call Me)
         13. Theme

Praise for Shopping

Territory Restrictions: 
Only available to North America, South America

Key Points
Full US PR campaign from Pitch Perfect PR

This self-releaed LP sold over 1K units direct to retail in the UK

First US pressing leading up to their 2nd album Fall 2015

As a debut, Consumer Complaints is impressive in the fact that it's all killer; you won't find 
a dull track on the album. Proof that DIY will never die. - The Quietus

If you enjoy Delta 5, The Au Pairs, Kleenex, ESG or Young Marble Giants... there are a 
clutch of terrific songs on here – full of hooks, actively danceable rhythms and lyrics which 
make clever use of repetition without coming off as lazy or inarticulate.- Drowned In Sound

A jagged, head-rinsing sound.  - This Is Fake DIY

Senior listeners and students of indie music history may well be reminded of Delta 5, 
Au Pairs or Gang of Four. But the most apt comparison is to The Slits, with whom Shopping
share an instinct for making political pop fun - The Girls Are


